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Abstract6

The personal loan between farmers is a kind of personal loans, which is widespread in rural7

and has a long history. Since three decades of reform and opening-up, the farmers? economic8

conditions are getting better. Although the formal financial institutions has been covering the9

whole cities and counties, the farmer?s personal loan have never stopped. The motivation of10

farmers? personal loan has been gradually changed from the living consumer loan to the11

production operation loan. And the practical application of the use shows a trend of12

non-agricultural loan. In economically developed areas, the farmers are more willing to borrow13

money from the informal financial institutions, thus raises many legal issues. Specification the14

behavior of farmers? personal loan mainly starts with the acquaintance of the loan policy and15

government regulation.16
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whole cities and counties, the farmer’s personal loan have never stopped. The motivation of farmers’ personal22
loan has been gradually changed from the living consumer loan to the production operation loan. And the23
practical application of the use shows a trend of non-agricultural loan. In economically developed areas, the24
farmers are more willing to borrow money from the informal financial institutions, thus raises many legal issues.25
Specification the behavior of farmers’ personal loan mainly starts with the acquaintance of the loan policy and26
government regulation.27

Year 2014 ( )28

1 C29

With the deepening of the reform and openingup, the rural economy is going through tremendous changes.30
Today, as the financial mechanism is increasingly sophisticated, although the formal financial institutions has31
provided safe and guaranteed lending channel for the development of rural economy and society, including rural32
credit cooperatives loan and state-owned commercial bank loan, personal loan between farmers which is ancient33
and informal is still enduring, so it must has its unique value. From the existing literature, studies of the34
behavior of farmer’s personal loan are more, but further study of the personal loan between farmers is less.35
Based on the existing literature data, this paper tries to analyze the inevitable reasons, development tendency36
and countermeasures of long-standing farmer’s personal loan.37

2 I.38

Overview of Farmer’s Personal Loan a) Definition of Farmer’s Personal Loan hen defining the concept of personal39
loan, foreign scholars used to see whether it belongs to the national financial regulatory system as standard.40
Traherne considers that the key to distinguish between personal loan and formal finance is whether it is41
necessary to rely on social law system to perform financial activities, which means that personal loan refers42
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4 C) CHARACTERISTIC OF FARMER’S PERSONAL LOAN

to some kind of financial activities without social law system as specification. 1 Domestic academic circles43
W have different opinions about the definition of personal loan. And most of them use the law or official44
standard for reference. Some scholars believe that personal loan is all for-profit capital raising activities between45
individuals, or enterprises, or individual and society, which has always been free from the official regulation and46
mainstream finance research field. ?? Other scholars believe that personal loan is sort of financial activity which47
is not recognised by the law and other official forms, including financial activities which have not been officially48
recognized by law performed by the formal financial body, also some innovative financial activities which are not49
recognized by the laws and regulations temporarily. Besides some scholars believe that personal loan is a kind of50
financing behavior which is without legal regulation and lack of legality. ?? Although among domestic academic51
circles, the definition of personal loan has no final conclusion, scholars have converged on the connotation that52
personal loan is kind of informal loan. ?? According to the loan body, it can be divided into the generalized53
personal loan and narrow personal loan. Narrow personal loan refers to the loan behaviors between natural54
persons in accordance with the contract. However, generalized personal loan also include loan behaviors between55
natural person and legal person, natural person and other organizations. It usually refers to the narrow personal56
loan in the real life. The author thinks that, farmer’s personal loan refers to kind of narrow personal loan which57
is not participated by farmers and not recognized by the law and regulations.58

Personal loan is very common in our country. Chinese family financial investigation and research center of59
Southwest University of Finance and Economics released The Bank and The Family Financial Behavior in July60
this year. It showed that the participation rate of personal loan in our country is high. There are 33.5% of family61
participating in the activities of personal loan. And the total amount of loan reach 8.6 billion yuan, in which 362
billion yuan is used for agriculture and industry and commerce. Such a large figure also reflects from the side63
that, formal credit industry can not fully meet people’s needs of financing in our country.64

3 b) Nature of Farmer’s Personal Loan65

In the legal relation, farmer’s personal loan is classified as a loan contract relationship. On the other hand,66
personal loan contract is practical contract, which means that loan contract goes into effect when lender pay the67
money as the requirement of validity of contract. In real life, as the custom of personal loan, lender usually pays68
the money first, then borrower issues IOU(I owe you). Therefore, in determining the effectiveness of personal69
loan behavior, as long as in case the intention of both parties is real, and the loan behavior is legal and delivered,70
then it can be considered valid.71

There are no uniform legislation about farmer’s personal loan in our country, so in practice it is used to apply72
the relevant provisions of the General Principles of The Civil Law and Contract Law. General Principles of73
The Civil Law prescribed in article 90: ”Legitimate loan relationships shall be protected by law.” Contract Law74
stipulated in article 210: ”A loan contract between natural persons shall come into force as of the time when75
the lender extends the loan.” Contract Law also stipulated in article 211: ”If there is no agreement in a loan76
contract between natural persons as to the payment of interest or such agreement is unclear, it shall be deemed77
as non-payment of interest. If the payment of interest is agreed in a loan contract between natural persons, the78
loan interest rates shall not violate the provisions of the State on the restriction on loan interest rates.” Thus it79
can be seen that loan between natural persons have legal nature.80

Private financial institution is more prevalent where private economy is more advanced. When farmers81
encounter cash flow difficulties, they would also lending to such institutions. Criminal Law in China definitely82
stipulate that, without approval of the national authorities, no one will be allowed to set up financial institutions.83
Even if someone set up a legal financial institution, there still exist risks when conduct loan practice, such84
as illegal fund-raising, and illegally or in disguised form, absorbs savings deposits from the public, and illegal85
possession. As a result, the author thinks that the state have reservations about the development of private86
financial institutions.87

4 c) Characteristic of Farmer’s Personal Loan88

The main characteristics of farmer’s personal loan are freedom and legitimacy. It also reflects that the constraints89
of current laws and regulations are quite loose about the personal loan relationship. Principle of autonomy90
embodies particularly obvious in farmer’s personal loan. For example: there are a large number of interest-free91
loans in farmer’s personal loan. But in the formal financial institutions, it is basically interest-bearing loan.92

In the terms of loan body, it is usually between farmers, farmers and enterprises (excluding informal financial93
enterprises), farmers and other financial institutions. The form of loan often appears as written or verbal form.94
The debtor-creditor relationship is based on equality and voluntary of two sides. But there is no distinction on95
the loan purposes. Commercial credit and consumer credit are nothingness. The only rule is that it can not be96
used for illegal purpose. In terms of loan amount and credit, it is completely different from the formal financial97
institution loan. Farmer’s personal loan generally is unsecured, small loan amount, based on rural customs and98
personal credit, and less than two years. a) Basic Situation of Farmer’s Personal Loan in Different Areas i. The99
Situation of Farmer’s Personal Loan in The Western Region–Take Shaanxi Province as Example100

The needs of farmer’s personal loan have always been relatively high. According to the survey, northern101
Shaanxi, Guanzhong, southern Shaanxi, 11 villages in these 3 regions have 42.58% of farmers who have the102
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intention to get loan from the bank, credit union and private sources. 5 Specific to the survey sample of Xianyang103
City as an agricultural base in Shaanxi Province, the rate of personal loan between farmers reaches 74.38%. The104
rate of getting loan from the formal financial institution reaches 12.5%, informal financial institutions accounts105
for 7%, including interest-free loans which accounts for 85.71%. ?? In the total sample, the proportion of farmer’s106
personal loan is more than half, which means farmers prefer informal loan. Farmers prefer to borrow money from107
relatives and friends, mostly because farmers lack the confidence of getting loan from formal financial institutions108
successfully, the low expectation of getting loan, red tape, and higher interest costs. It is worth mentioning109
that the majority of the sample think that there is no bearing borrowing in the local. However, in fact bearing110
borrowing between farmers have quietly begun.111

ii. The Situation of Farmer’s Personal Loan in The Central Region–Take Shanxi Province as Example112
In the central region, it takes six counties in Shanxi as example, including Shanyin County, Yangche- ?? 7 In113

terms of the sample, farmer’s personal loan is still much higher than the formal financial institution, in which114
interest-free loan rate is higher, reaching 62.95% as dominant. Although interest-free loans are common among115
relatives and friends, at today, as the economic concept is stronger, the author thinks that interest-bearing loan116
will take the dominant position in the future.117

iii. The Situation of Farmer’s Personal Loan in The Eastern Region–Take Fujian Province as Example118
The level of economic development in Fujian Province is relatively high. National Bureau of Investigation119

Corps Fujian released data shows that rural per capita cash income is 5,671 yuan in Fujian Province in the120
first half of 2012, up 12.7% from a year earlier. The actual increase is 10.6 % after deducting price factors. 8121
But there is still farmer’s personal loan. According to the data, which covers the city of Fuzhou, Quanzhou,122
Zhangzhou , Ningde , Sanming , it shows that the lending rate of farmers is 70.9%, in which farmer’s personal123
loan is top of the list, reaching 49.8%. However, the ratio of getting loans from financial institutions significantly124
increased, compared with the above-mentioned areas, which reaching 31.5 %, and reaching 18.7 % of getting loan125
from informal financial institution. But formal financial institutions failed to meet the farmers’ loan needs. The126
survey indicates that the farmers who already borrowed the money, especially large-scale, would get more loan127
from formal financial institution. The reasons are also diverse, the most important one is the formal lending rate128
is too high, increasing their repayment pressure. 9 And the interest rate of farmer’s personal loan is acceptable.129
In Fujian district, it has become a widespread phenomenon that farmer’s personal loan would charge interest,130
interestbearing loan rate reaching 40 % or more basically. Besides, the so-called interest-free loan is basically131
occurs only in non-commercial investment loan between friends and relatives, and interest-free loan is often132
accompanied by ”debt of gratitude”, which shows in many ways, such as gifts, treat, unpaid workers and other133
economic benefits help, which could be seen as hidden interests. 10 So, the real interest-free loan is rare.134

iv. The Situation of Farmer’s Personal Loan in The Economic Developed Area –Take Wenzhou City in Zhejiang135
Province as Example136

Wenzhou is a coastal port city , which economic development among the best in the country. So farmers’137
loan data here have a typical research value. According to the data of Wenzhou Municipal Bureau of Statistics,138
it shows that in 2012, Wenzhou rural residents per capita net income were 14,719 yuan, and Wenzhou rural139
residents per capita consumption expenditure are 10,820 yuan. 11 Went around 15 villages in Wenzhou and140
investigated, only 20.8% farmers made a positive reply to the question of ”whether to get loan from the bank141
or credit union”, nearly 80% farmers said they did not apply or get loan from a bank or credit union, in which142
47.25% farmers said clearly that they had personal loan, 39.8% farmers participated in the bidding clubs and143
other informal financial institutions. Interest-free loan still exists, but varying rates of interest-bearing loan is144
more. ??2 It can be seen that, in Wenzhou informal financial organizations ( Bidding ) are more developed, and145
farmers are also very willing to participate in this financing. It has became the second form of loan after farmer’s146
personal loan. This phenomenon has something to do with the some reasons such as regional economic and rural147
social structure. But, it has to admit that, either in developed area or less developed area, there all have a large148
number of farmer’s personal loan.149

5 b) Comparison of Different Areas of Farmer’s Personal Loan150

By the above data, it can be seen that, with the development of the regional economic, farmer’s personal loan151
rate tend to decline gradually , and the lending rate of financial institutions tend to rise gradually. But in the152
developed area (e.g. Wenzhou), the lending rate of financial institutions decline significantly, and yet the lending153
rate of non-formal financial institutions rise basically, which is particularly evident in the developed area (e.g.154
Wenzhou). See ??able The cost here do not refer only to the cost of capital, but also the time cost, satisfaction155
cost. It is a hard fact that the lending rate of formal financial institution is high. In the terms of time cost,156
according to the author’s survey of the customer, for most customers, it needs a month or so to get the loan. If157
in the case of complete procedures, it may be faster. But preparing the the documents that the bank needed is158
also a extremely time-consuming thing. The author considers the satisfaction cost as the most important cost159
because it directly related to customers’ choices on borrowing. Many customers reflect the bank staff has bad160
attitude, deliberately making things difficult. For instance, they claim that some businesses can only be dealt161
with at the opening bank, but in fact it can be dealt with at any subbranch. Also, there are lots of people162
standing in line, but there are several business windows closed. Those facts above will make the customers very163
unsatisfied, paying anxiety cost.164
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7 III. LEGAL ISSUES OF FARMER’S PERSONAL LOAN A) LEGAL STATUS
IS UNCLEAR

ii. Farmer’s Personal Loan Has Its Own Advantages Farmer often has times when money is urgent needed,165
such as purchase of means of production, purchase of house, seeing a doctor and so on. Due to the structure166
of rural acquaintance relationship, it is quite convenient to borrow money from relatives and friends. Without167
almost any time cost, it is very timely, easy procedure,with only a IOU. ??3 It is usually interest-free. However,168
farmer choose their relatives and friends to borrow money not because the interest-free privilege. The main169
reason is convenience.170

6 iii. Farmer’s Personal Loan Has Reasonable171

Existence of the Social Environment Farmer’s loan can be divided into living consumer loan and production172
operation(investment) loan. Living consumer loan include housing, medical care, weddings and funerals, school,173
basic living expenses, and so on. Production operation(investment) loan include agriculture, livestock breeding,174
transportation, product processing, individual business, and so on. ??3 See Chaoxiang Jia, Xinmin Zhang, ”Legal175
Strategies of Farmer’s Personal Loan Issues”, Chinese Rural Finance, 5 th ,2014.176

In less developed areas, the main farmer’s personal loan is living consumer loan. The survey points out that177
many farmers are plagued by education expenses, housing, weddings and funerals, medical care. Although these178
four purpose of loan are essential needs in everyday life, the loan conditions set by the rural credit cooperatives179
for such purposes are extremely harsh. ”Micro-credit” basically does not support this type of loan. Therefore,180
when they lack of capital accumulation, farmers can only turn to nonformal financial institutions for help. In181
less developed areas, non-formal financial institutions are rare. So most of the time, farmers choose to borrow182
money from relatives and friends.183

However, in the developed areas, the purposes of farmer’s personal loan have some changes. With the184
adjustment of industrial structure in rural areas showing a variety of features, the tendency of nonagriculturization185
of the purpose of the loan is increasingly apparent. ??4 The author thinks that the nonagriculturization of the186
purpose of the loan fits the rule of economic development. Traditional agriculture and planting have great risks.187
It should consider many factors, like natural disasters, personal cultivation management technology, market188
price fluctuations, personal identification capability about seeds fertilizers pesticides. If any part of it goes189
wrong, it will be a complete failure. So formal financial institution is very cautious about the loan for farmer’s190
purchase of agricultural production. Therefore, the state introduced a policy, known as ”farmers microcredit191
loans”. Nevertheless, because of ”information asymmetry” and ”financial repression”, farmer is often unable to192
obtain loans from formal financial institutions or has no intention to. However, with respect to loans for business193
purposes, because the risk is relatively low and the return is relatively high, then probability of farmers to obtain194
loans is much higher. So the thing is, it is hard for farmer to obtain loan for agricultural purposes. And there195
is no motivation for formal financial institutions to lend to farmers. Besides, farmers microcredit loan is not196
common. In the end, farmers cannot but borrow money from informal financial institutions or relatives and197
friends for agricultural purposes. In the meantime, formal financial institution is negligent in lending money to198
farmer, which conversely help the informal financial institution to develop.199

In the previous section of the paper, the author cited data from different regions of different domestic economic200
development level,which illustrate that farmer’s personal loan happens in various regions, and has dominate201
position in the rural informal financial markets. The author believes that the root cause of farmer’s personal loan202
is adaptation of the rule of market economy. In less developed areas, the main purpose is still the agricultural203
production and living consumption. On the other hand, in developed areas, the main purpose is non-agricultural204
production and operation, because the risk is relatively low with relatively high income. So no matter where205
farmer is, he struggles to achieve financial freedom. But because of the credit policy of formal financial institution,206
it is inevitable of farmer to borrow money from informal financial institution or relatives, neighbors, and friends.207

Since the reform and opening-up policy, it has emerged some developed regions. While more than half of208
China are less developed regions. Everything doesn’t happen at once. It is a slow process,just like initially the209
purpose of loan was agricultural production and now non-agricultural production and business has emerged. As210
a result, farmer’s personal loan will exist for a long time.211

7 III. Legal Issues of Farmer’s Personal Loan a) Legal Status is212

Unclear213

In our country, there is no uniform legislation on personal loan. It is scattered in various laws and regulations,214
which lead to conflict among laws and regulations. And when it happens, it is difficult to choose standard215
reference. Another big problem is lack of content. Current laws stipulate the body, loan interest rate, guarantee216
style, and liability of farmer’s personal loan here and there. But the rights and obligations of the parties , legal217
and regulatory measures and other issues are not involved. ??5 Even in the lending body, the law should be218
improved as well. For example: personal loan market has various loan companies, including investment guarantee219
management companies, investment management companies, investment advisory management companies, real220
estate investment management companies. Currently the companies which are permitted to set up by the state221
are investment guarantee corporation and small loan company. The future of small loan company is rural bank.222
The development direction of investment guarantee company is large-scale and normalization. While other types223
of companies set up without any ??5 See Guopei Wu, Jianhua Weng, Zhi Geng, ”Analysis of Legal Problems224
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of Personal Loan”, Fujian Finance, 2 nd , 2009. policy basis. ??6 But if it is only based on the fact above to225
identify the loan practices invalid, it will lead to market confusion. Chinese academy of social sciences report226
also called on a clear legal status for personal loan to avoid the embarrass situation today.227

8 b) Form of Behavior is Not Standard228

Personal loan is know as convenience and randomness. And the following problem is that the behavior of loan form229
is extremely irregular. These problems include: only oral agreement, high interest rate, illegal interest calculation230
methods, the repayment period not standardized, turn lending issues, illegal fund-raising fraud, non-standard231
form of contract and other issues.232

Even in written form, there are also many nonstandard problem. For example: a IOU with loan agreement233
as for title. While a loan agreement is just a consensus reached by two sides about loan. To prove the fact of234
loan, it also need a receipt. In other words, to prove the fact of loan is established, under the condition of a235
loan agreement, it also must have a loan receipt. 17 In addition, IOU written by creditors, simple remittance236
documents, accounting IOUs etc, all of above are nonstandard. The author believes that such non-standard237
behavior is due to the lack of unified legislation of personal loan and the lack of loan body’s awareness of the law238
after all. On the other hand, due to the randomness and not normative of personal loan, it would easily lead to239
regional economic crisis. 18 c) Government Regulation is Not in Place In developed areas, the purpose of farmer’s240
personal loan tend to be non-agricultural. More farmers do business after they obtain the loan. Nowadays, many241
organizations engaged in personal loan just after registering in the business sector. Farmers are too anxious242
to choose such institutions. Those kind of organizations, which just register in the business sector and lack of243
financial license, are able to engage in personal loan because of no laws. In addition, for loans between natural244
persons, there are laws and regulations. But when participating in personal loan, the parties do not do things in245
accordance with national laws and regulations. As an example, there is a strict rule of interest rate, but many246
people do not comply with the rule, then it becomes usury. So in fact, there are laws and regulations. Yet they247
are not performed well. Therefore, it is necessary to guide and regulate these248

9 IV. Legal Measures of Standardizing Farmer’s Personal Loan249

Mr. He 20 and Mr. Li 21 whose study found that more than 60 percent of rural lendings are from nonformal250
financial institutions. And most of them are interest-free loans. in terms of the loan amount, 93.95% of them251
occurred between relatives, friends, neighbors (farmer’s personal loan). Although the survey data was a little252
more than a year ago, but I previous part of this paper have proven that the rural lending practices in recent253
years have little change, but it mainly happens among personal loans. Thus, it trigger some legal issues which254
could not be ignored.255

10 a) Improve Legislation of Personal Loan, Clearly256

Acknowledge the Validity of Farmer’s Personal Loan Credit constraints of formal financial institutions make257
interest-free loans and interest-bearing loans happens more often. ??2 The author considers it should loose258
the restriction of policy appropriately for farmer’s personal loan, with subsidization, meeting the demands of259
farmers’ normal living expenses, reducing the loan for life consumption. On the other hand, how close the260
debtor and lender are has the most significant impact on the trust between them. ??3 The law does not adjust261
these relationships directly. However, born of rural acquaintances structure, rotating savings become powerful262
restriction role for farmers, which is based on geographical and kinship advantage to obtain information and263
rely on some kind of social capital or social mechanism to ensure the execution of the contract, making the264
borrower comply with the corresponding specifications.Therefore, the government can be based on the context265
of rural development, promoting development by innovation, recognizing the legal status of non-formal financial266
institution and providing them relatively loose platform, which makes formal finance and informal finance to267
coordinate with each other. Reducing the cost happened during the time when non-formal financial institution268
avoid regulatory. Try to avoid and reduce the damage that caused by non- formal finance when it takes unfair269
means to destroy legal system and moral environment. ??4 The relationship between the informal and formal270
financial institutions is not a shift, competing and alternative relationship. Due to each advantages of them, it271
also can be a complementary relationship. ??5 Garmaise and Moskowitz’s(2002) study showed that even such a272
country like U.S.A has a perfect capital market, informal financial institutions are widespread as well, playing273
a very important role. ??6 In view of the above research conclusions, combining the reality of life, there will274
be a very long time that informal financial markets are subsisting. While farmer’s personal loan and informal275
financial institutions occupy the front row in the informal financial markets. Farmer’s personal loan rely on276
rural acquaintance social structure. Interest-free loan has been accepted by the majority of farmers. While277
informal financial institutions rely on the closeness of farmer’s real life, possessing the information advantage,278
with convenient procedures. The two kinds of loans above are both based on blood relationship and geographical279
relationship, guaranteed by credit and morality of rural relatives, acquaintances, and friends. So it can be280
maintained ever since. The author thinks that the government can recognize the legitimacy of rotating savings281
(similar to third-party organizations such as ”Alipay” between the sellers in electronic commerce) , making use of282
their information resources and acquaintances relations to improve economic development in part of rural areas.283
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11 V. TURN BORROWING PROBLEMS

At the same time, reducing lending disputes by limit rotating savings become monopolies through legislation. b)284
Regulate the Behavior of Farmer’s Personal Loan i. Gradually Realize the Writing Form of Personal Loan285

Since the foundation of farmer’s personal loan behavior is ”two-love” relationship, so there is almost no IOU.286
??7 No matter where it is, there are conditions like just oral agreement, without any written form. Because of287
the acquaintance of social structure, for fear of hurting other’s feeling and lack of legal consciousness, generally288
there is no written evidence at all, which becomes potential problems of future disputes.289

ii. Establish Registration System of Farmer’s Personal Loan290
As can be seen from the data ahead, there are quite a lot of farmers have no IOU on account of various reasons,291

which set many obstacles to solve the disputes, such as the difficulties of proof, authenticity of IOU. It makes the292
problem hardly fairly solved. Also, farmers in eastern regions may have some surplus funds. If they are in idle at293
home, it will be a waste of resources. For this reason, the author believes that to solve such problem effectively,294
a compulsory loan grading system should be established. Registration authority as mentioned here refers to295
organizations and institutions established or recognized by the state, registerring farmer’s personal loans one by296
one. Similar to the general property registration agency, the registration authority only confirm and register the297
loan contract. And it is not responsible for specific lending practices. Once the two sides have trouble with the298
loan, the registered records can be seen as a legal basis, which as a proof and protection within the law for lending299
practices. 28 There is a view that compound interest calculation is usury and is illegal, which should not be300
protected by law. Compound interest calculation gets more than simple interest calculation. But just because of301
that, to define compound interest calculation is illegal, that is contrary to the principle of autonomy. According302
to ”Several Opinions of the Supreme People’s Court on Lending Cases” in article 6: ”rate of personal loan could303
be higher than the interest rates of banks appropriately. Local court may be based on the actual situation in304
the region, but it could not exceed bank lending rate four times (including the interest rate of the number ).305
Beyond this limit, the exceeding part will not be protected.” Next article:”lender shall not seek usury by joining306
interest in principal. In the trial, if the court found the creditor compute compound interest by joining interest in307
principal and the interest rate exceeds the limits specified in Article 6, the exceeding part will not be protected.”308
Therefore, the author thinks that, interest should go through a specific calculation. If the final interest is four309
times more than bank lending rate, the exceeding part shall not be protected, but the rest of it should be valid.310

11 v. Turn Borrowing Problems311

The information of farmer’s personal loan is asymmetric, which gets worse in rural areas. As a result, turn312
borrowing happens occasionally. For example, one villager want to borrow money from his friend, who has313
no extra money. So his friend turn to someone else for help. The someone earning price scissors (similar to314
VAT). With the lending rate increasing, the lender’s 31 See Birong You , ”Investigation and Analysis of Farmer’s315
Lending Needs in Fujian Province”, Fujian Agriculture and Forestry University ( Philosophy and Social Sciences316
) 1 2 3 4 5317

1See Xingming Zheng , ”An Empirical Study of Farmer’s Lending Behavior and Its Influencing Factors -
Based On the Investigation of the Rural Areas in Fujian Province”, Fujian Agriculture and Forestry University
(Philosophy and Social Sciences) 5 th ,2011.

2© 2014 Global Journals Inc. (US)
3See Zihui Li, ”The Legal Status of Many Companies in Personal Loan Market”, June 7, 2012, last access date:

October 20, 2013.http://ww w.66law.cn/lawarticle/7766.aspx. 17 See Qiang Liu, Yan Feng, ”The Identification
of Effectiveness of Nonstandard Constraints in Personal Loan”, December 19, 2011, last access date: January 9,
2014, http://ylzy.chinacourt.org/public/det ail.php?id=2336. 18 See Xiaoming Li, Lei Zhao, ”Personal Loan of
Erdos Conservatively Estimated 2 Billion”, Morning News, October 18, 2011. The Study of Chinese Farmer’s
Personal Loan © 2014 Global Journals Inc. (US)

4See Shuitu Qian, Hui Lu, ”The study of development of rural informal finance and farmer’s financing behavior-
based on investigation and analysis of rural areas in Wenzhou”, Financial Research, 10 th ,2008. 25 See Junhua
Yin, ”The Financial Gap, Non-formal Finance and Reform of Rural Financial System-Research on Personal Loan
in Rural

5See Haiying Liu, Zhoujun Pu, Hanxiao Wang, ”Analysis of Sun Path of Personal Loan Based on Registration
System”, Shanghai Finance, 6 th ,2012. 29 See Huilian Zheng, Xuming Zhao, ”Legislative Rules of Personal
Loan”, Nanjing Social Sciences, 8 th ,2012. 30 See Shuitu Qian, Hui Lu, ”The study of development of rural
informal finance and farmer’s financing behavior-based on investigation and analysis of rural areas in Wenzhou”,
Financial Research, 10 th ,2008.
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Figure 1:

Year 2014 II.
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[Note: 5 See Rong Niu, Jianchao Luo, Hang Zhang, ”Studies of Shaanxi Farmer’s]

Figure 2:

Figure 3: 7
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11 V. TURN BORROWING PROBLEMS

The Study of Chinese Farmer’s Personal Loan
Table 1
Western Central Eastern Developed

area
representatives representatives representatives representatives

(Wenzhou)
Farmer’s personal loan 74.38% 71.43% 49.8% 47.25%
Formal financial insti-
tution

12.5% 16.71% 31.5% 20.8%

non-formal financial in-
stitution

7% 5.57% 18.7% 39.8%

Rate of interest-free
loan

85.71% 62.95% 58% /

c) The Reasons of Farmer’s Long-standing Personal
Loan
i. Loan Cost of Formal Financial Institution is High Year 2014

Volume
XIV
Issue III
Version I
( ) C

10 See Birong You , ”Investigation and Analysis of Farmer’s Lending Needs in Fujian Province”, Fujian Agriculture and Forestry University ( Global
Journal of
Manage-
ment and
Business
Research

Philosophy and Social Sciences ) 3 rd ,2009.

[Note: 11]

Figure 4:

19 See Xijun Zhao, ”Strengthen Supervision of Personal Loan and
Dispose Responsible Party Legally”, October 12, 2011, last access
date: October 19, 2013, http://finance.eastmoney.com/news/72002,20
111012168426465.html.
20 See Guangwen He, ”research on rural financial control and financial
deepening from aspect of the behavior of rural residents’ loan”,
Chinese Rural Economy, 10 th ,1999.

[Note: 21]

Figure 5:

Figure 6:
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Figure 7:
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11 V. TURN BORROWING PROBLEMS
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Areas in Shenyang”, Financial Research, 8 th ,2006. ??6 See Garmaise Mark J.and Moskowitz, Tobias J.,318
”Informal FinancialNetworks: Theory and Evidence”, NBER working paper8874, 2002. ??7 See Dongsheng Li,319
Qinghua Shi, ”An Empirical Analysis of Farmer’s Household Savings and Lending Behavior in Jianli County in320
Hubei”, Hubei Agricultural College, 3 rd ,2003.321

The Study of Chinese Farmer’s Personal Loan repayment pressure increases, along with a corresponding322
increase in moral hazard. The best solution is build the appropriate lending platform (informal), so that we can323
obtain unified information, reduce intermediate links, and reduce financing costs. 33 c) Establish a Government324
Guidance Mechanism for Farmer’s Personal Loan i. Establish verification system of farmer’s personal loan325

The witness agency set up by the government, which is similar to notary office, guarantees the contract of326
farmer’s personal loan is valid as a eyewitness on the scene. Under such system, it will provide security for327
farmer’s personal loan.328

ii. Establish Legal Consulting System of Farmer’s Personal Loan329
Setting up the simple and delicate legal consultancy in rural areas, improving farmers’ legal consciousness.330

Fundamentally solving the problem of irregular behavior of farmer’s personal loan.331
iii. Establish Dispute Mediation Mechanism of Farmer’s Personal Loan332
Intervening by the government or delegating prestigious and credible old man is in charge of coordinating the333

dispute caused by the farmer’s personal loan. This system aims to relieve the contradictions of rural society.334
It is based on rural acquaintances environment so that it can implement smoothly. ??3 See Li Fang, ”The335
Relationships of Register Service Center and Lending Rates of Personal Loan”, Economic Vision, 13 th , 2013.336
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